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ABSTRACT Fast neutron radiation has been used as a mutagen to develop extensive mutant collections. However, the genome-wide
structural consequences of fast neutron radiation are not well understood. Here, we examine the genome-wide structural variants
observed among 264 soybean [Glycine max (L.) Merrill] plants sampled from a large fast neutron-mutagenized population. While deletion
rates were similar to previous reports, surprisingly high rates of segmental duplication were also found throughout the genome.
Duplication coverage extended across entire chromosomes and often prevailed at chromosome ends. High-throughput resequencing
analysis of selected mutants resolved specific chromosomal events, including the rearrangement junctions for a large deletion, a tandem
duplication, and a translocation. Genetic mapping associated a large deletion on chromosome 10 with a quantitative change in seed
composition for one mutant. A tandem duplication event, located on chromosome 17 in a second mutant, was found to cosegregate
with a short petiole mutant phenotype, and thus may serve as an example of a morphological change attributable to a DNA copy number
gain. Overall, this study provides insight into the resilience of the soybean genome, the patterns of structural variation resulting from fast
neutron mutagenesis, and the utility of fast neutron-irradiated mutants as a source of novel genetic losses and gains.

DNA damage from ionizing radiation occurs in both nat-
ural and induced settings. Structural characterization of

this DNA damage is useful for understanding environmental
consequences and for targeted research objectives. Manymutant

populations have been created from ionizing radiation for for-
ward and reverse genetics purposes. These resources have been
utilized to select for phenotypes of interest and to enable con-
nections between gene and function. Mutants created from fast
neutron (FN) irradiation have been utilized in many species,
including Arabidopsis (Li et al. 2001), Medicago truncatula
(Oldroyd and Long 2003; Rogers et al. 2009), Glycine soja
(Searle et al. 2003), Citrus clementina (Rios et al. 2008),
Hordeum vulgare (Zhang et al. 2006), Pisum sativum (Domoney
et al. 2013), and Lotus japonicus (Hoffmann et al. 2007). These
studies were conducted for the primary purpose of identifying
gene–phenotype associations.

Whole-genome experimental platforms provide the tech-
nologies to examine the impact of radiation damage. The
stability and functionality of whole genomes can be evalu-
ated, in addition to the influence of single genes or loci. To
date, observations on a handful of mutants derived from FN
irradiation have identified genomic deletions in the range of
a single base pair to a few base pairs to several megabases
(Bruggemann et al. 1996; Li et al. 2001; Men et al. 2002).
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With the increased capabilities of whole-genome technolo-
gies, we now have the ability to screen for structural variation
(SV) in more individuals with greater genome coverage than
ever before.

Soybean [Glycine max (L.) Merrill] is a paleopolyploid
species with a sequenced genome size of �1.1 Gb that con-
tains ancient homeologous regions and other paralogous genes
(Schlueter et al. 2004; Doyle and Egan 2010; Schmutz et al.
2010; Severin et al. 2011). Due to multiple rounds of genome
duplication, up to 12 duplicated copies of a region may occur in
the soybean genome (Cannon and Shoemaker 2012). The du-
plicative nature of the genome indicates that there are regions
of the genome that may be dispensable (reviewed in Marroni
et al. 2014). In addition, the majority of the soybean genome
(57%) is composed of heterochromatic pericentromeric regions
that are low in gene density and rich in repeat sequences (Du
et al. 2010; Schmutz et al. 2010). Therefore, the natural com-
position of the genome may act as a buffer, preventing pheno-
types that would otherwise result from mutagenesis-induced
genomic variation.

A soybean FN mutant population (Bolon et al. 2011) was
previously developed to serve as a phenotypic and genomic
resource for genetic screens and functional genomics research.
FN radiation was used to induce lesions in the soybean ge-
nome and generate a library of .27,000 unique soybean
mutants. Forward genetic screening resulted in the identifi-
cation of phenotypes that deviated from wild-type for �2% of
the population. Genomic analyses on a preliminary subset of
30 mutants using array-comparative genomic hybridizations
(aCGHs) uncovered genomic regions that exhibited signifi-
cant SV, including deletions and duplications that ranged in
size from 986 bp to almost 3 Mb (Bolon et al. 2011).

In this study, we report the largest set of independent
genome-wide structural observations from a FN-irradiated
mutant population to date. Array-comparative genomic hy-
bridization and next-generation sequencing (NGS) technolo-
gies were applied to soybean FN-irradiated mutants from the
population resource. Data from 264 mutants were analyzed
from three selection classes: forward genetic screen mutants,
no-phenotype mutants, and reverse genetic screen mutants.
The objectives were to catalog genome-wide patterns of
induced genomic SV and discover SV regions associated with
specific mutant phenotypes. The results define the distribu-
tion of induced deletions and reveal the prevalence of
segmental duplications in genomes following FN irradiation.
These findings provide insight toward the sustainable dam-
age and recoverable variations in the soybean genome and
indicate that novel deletions and duplications arising in the
population hold promise for generating useful traits.

Materials and Methods

Soybean fast neutron mutant population development
and forward genetic screens

Soybean FN mutants were created as previously described
(Bolon et al. 2011). Seeds (60,000) from 2006 Crop

Improvement Association stocks of mid-maturity group I cv.
‘M92-220’ were shipped to the McClellan Nuclear Radiation
Center at the University of California, Davis and exposed to FN
radiation doses of 4, 8, 16, and 32 Gy. An additional 60,000
seeds of the same germplasm stock were irradiated at 16 and
32 Gy. M1 seed was planted and propagated by single seed
descent. M2 seed was planted in a row by column grid format,
and M2 plants were individually tagged with an assigned bar-
code as a unique identifier. Young leaf tissue was collected for
each M2 plant, and M3 seed was single-plant harvested from
27,000 unique M2 plants. Twenty M3 seeds derived from each
unique M2 plant were subsequently planted in rows, and in-
dividual plants were tagged and harvested in subsequent gen-
erations such that each plant could be tracked back to its
unique M2 source. Additionally, a small sample of M3 seed
derived from each of the 27,000 unique M2 plants was col-
lected, labeled, and frozen for long-term storage.

For the forward genetic screen on seed composition phe-
notypes, seeds were initially analyzed for seed composition by
near infrared (NIR) spectroscopy using a Perten DA7200 diode
array instrument (Huddinge, Sweden) equipped with calibra-
tion equations developed by Perten in cooperation with the
University of Minnesota. For the forward genetic screen on
above-ground phenotypes, M2 and later generation plants
were evaluated for the morphology and pigmentation of visible
plant tissues and for days to maturity. For the forward genetic
screen on below-ground phenotypes, plants were grown for
3 weeks in quartz sand inoculated with US Department of
Agriculture Bradyrhizobium and watered with 50% Hoagland’s
solution. Roots were evaluated for architecture, size, depth,
color, and nodulation.

Reverse genetic screen on the fast neutron mutants

Sequenom MassARRAY technology was used for high-
throughput quantification of homeologous gene proportions
within soybean FN mutants. Primers were designed for ex-
tension coverage across known SNPs identified from the
soybean reference genome sequence (Schmutz et al. 2010) in
29 homeologous genes between chromosomes 8 and 15, and
30 homeologous genes between chromosomes 3 and 19. DNA
was isolated from the leaf tissue of 760 randomly selected
unique M2 individuals and used as a template for PCR and
extension reactions across the SNP regions. Quantification of
mass spectrometry results on the PCR and extension products
was performed at the University of Minnesota Genomics facility.
Results were confirmed by aCGH for mutants showing putative
copy number differences between the homeologous intervals.

Structural variant detection by comparative genomic
hybridization microarrays

Labeling and aCGH methodologies for the initial 30 hybrid-
izations are described in detail in Bolon et al. (2011). All
subsequent aCGH experiments were performed using simi-
lar methods, with some minor modifications. Briefly, label-
ing reactions for mutant (Cy3 dye) and reference (Cy5 dye)
samples were performed with 1 mg each of genomic DNA
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from mutant and reference leaf tissue samples. DNA from the
cv. ‘M92-220’ wild-type background was used for the refer-
ence sample. The mutant samples each consisted of DNA
from one FN individual, with no bulking or pooling of mutant
samples. Genomic DNA was isolated using the Qiagen DNeasy
kit and the 39–59 exo-Klenow fragment from DNA polymerase I
was used to incorporate the label. After quantification of
labeled DNA, the labeled DNA was hybridized for 72 hr at
42� on the 700K feature or the 1.4M feature NimbleGen
aCGH arrays designed for G. max. Each array consisted of
unique probe sequences (50–60mers) based on the reference
‘Williams 82’ soybean sequence Glyma.Wm82.a1.v1.1 (www.
phytozome.net) (Schmutz et al. 2010) and spaced at�0.5- to
1.1-kb intervals on average. The 700K and 1.4M array plat-
forms have been described in previous publications (Haun
et al. 2011; Anderson et al. 2014).

Comparative genome hybridization data were analyzed
using the Roche NimbleGen NimbleScan v2.5 segMNT algo-
rithm and by Roche NimbleGen DEVA software. Corrected
log2 ratios were obtained for each probe datapoint. Minimum
segment lengths of two probes and segment log2 ratio differ-
ences of 0.1 between segments at 0.999 acceptance percentile
were required to define genomic segment borders. Significant
copy number changes were determined by retrieving segments
with an average corrected log2 ratio greater than the probe
average plus three standard deviations (increase) or less than
the average minus three standard deviations (decrease). SV
segment increases were considered to be duplication seg-
ments. SV segment decreases of 3 standard deviations or
more were called homozygous deletions unless the magni-
tude of the deviation was less than or equal to half of the
maximum deviation found for the sample. If SV segment
decreases were .1.5 standard deviations but less than or
equal to half of the maximum deviation within the sample,
these segments were considered to be hemizygous deletions.
In addition, if potential segment gaps were less than half the
size of the total distance covered by neighboring segments
and showed the same direction of change, then the entire
region was considered a single SV event as described (Bolon
et al. 2011). Visual inspection of aCGH profiles was per-
formed to identify any obvious SVs that were not detected
by the automated pipeline.

Final mutant deletion and duplication regions were de-
termined after filtering against regions of natural heterogeneity
(Haun et al. 2011) in the population. To determine candidate
regions of genetic heterogeneity or natural variation within the
population, the standard deviation from the average corrected
log2 ratio of Cy3 (sample) to Cy5 (control) intensities was
calculated at each probe position. After the average absolute
value of the above was calculated for each probe position as
described (Bolon et al. 2011), the 95th percentile border was
calculated across the unique probe positions, and the median
value across each 11-probe sliding window was determined.
Regions with median values that peaked above the 95th per-
centile border or with SV in both directions for .5% of sam-
ples without shared traits were removed from the analysis.

Genes from the December 2012 annotation download
(Glyma.Wm82.a1.v1.1, Glyma189) that overlapped SV events
were determined using a custom Perl script. The genes in the
soybean genome that have retained paralogs within syntenic
blocks were identified using BLAST (Altschul et al. 1990),
DAGChainer (Haas et al. 2004), and selection of gene pairs
from syntenic blocks with average Ks values between 0.03
and 0.60; the full list of such genes has been previously
published (Anderson et al. 2014). Chromosome diagrams
were visualized using CViT (Cannon and Cannon 2011).

Development and screening of mapping populations
with fast neutron soybean mutants

Soybean FN mutant FN0172932 was crossed to lines ‘Anoka’
(PI 548508) and ‘Minsoy’ (PI 548389) and backcrossed to
cv. ‘M92-220’ to create mapping populations. In subsequent
generations, soybean seeds were analyzed for seed protein
and oil composition by NIR using a Perten DA7200 diode
array instrument equipped with calibration equations devel-
oped by Perten in cooperation with the University of Min-
nesota. Genomic DNA samples from nine individuals at tail
ends of the seed composition phenotype were isolated using
the Qiagen DNeasy kit protocol and assayed on the Illumina
Goldengate platform for genotyping using 1536 soybean
Universal SNP BARC markers (Hyten et al. 2010). SNP
markers were subject to BLAST (Altschul et al. 1990) analysis
to identify the corresponding physical SNP position along the
reference genome sequence, and polymorphic SNP locations
were examined for FN-induced structural variations. PCR
confirmation of the deletion in FN0172932 was performed
on DNA from 81 segregating backcrossed progeny at each
end of the seed composition phenotype distribution using flank-
ing primer sequences 59-GCTGGAGCTAGCTGAGGAACCTG-39
and 59-GGGGGAGATTGTGGAAGCAATGACT-39 and interior
primer sequences 59-TGGCCGATGTGATGGACTTCTTCC-39 and
59-GGGGGAGATTGTGGAAGCAATGACT-39.

Soybean FNmutant FN0163764 was crossed to cv. ‘MN1410’
to create a mapping population for a short petiole mutant phe-
notype. Eighty F3 progeny derived from 80 random F2 plants
were phenotyped. Flower color was recorded, and petiole
lengths were measured from the lowest three nodes at maturity.
Genomic DNA was extracted from young leaf tissue of these F3
progeny for PCR detection and confirmation of structural
variation events. PCR confirmation of the tandem dupli-
cation in FN0163764 was performed using primer sequences
59-TGCCTTATTTCTTCAATTGCCC-39, 59-TAGAATCCACGCCC
TTTACG-39, and 59-CGTCATTTTCAGGGACCAGC-39 with an
expected product size of 145 bp across the tandem duplica-
tion junction and 339 bp for the control.

Structural variant detection by high-throughput
DNA sequencing

Genomic DNA from mutant plants FN0172932, FN0163764,
and the wild-type background ‘M92-220’ were extracted us-
ing the Qiagen Plant DNeasy system. Barcoded libraries for
each sample were prepared by the TruSeq DNA method,
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pooled, and sequenced across eight lanes. For each mutant
sample, sequencing results were generated for the equiva-
lent of one lane of sequencing reads, with a minimum of 125
million pass filter reads. For the wild-type sample, sequenc-
ing results were generated for the equivalent of two lanes of
sequencing reads. The average library size was 400–500 bp
with an insert of �280–380 bp. Libraries were sequenced on
100-bp paired-end runs by Illumina HiSeq, and the average
quality score was .Q30. Paired-end 100-bp sequencing
reads were filtered and aligned to the soybean genome se-
quence (Phytozome v9.0, ftp://ftp.jgi-psf.org/pub/compgen/
phytozome/v9.0/Gmax/) (Schmutz et al. 2010) using BWA-mem
(Li and Durbin 2010), and structural variation was analyzed
using a combination of CREST (Wang et al. 2012), Breakdancer
(Chen et al. 2009), and SAMtools (Li et al. 2009). All rese-
quencing data are available through the Sequence Read
Archive (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sra/) under accession
no. SRP036841, with specific genotypes as accession nos.
SRX467195, SRX467189, and SRX467197.

Results

Differential screening of a soybean fast neutron mutant
population resource

The soybean FN mutant population was developed by
exposing .120,000 soybean seeds of cv ‘M92-220’ to fast neu-
tron radiation doses of 4, 8, 16, or 32 Gy (Bolon et al. 2011).
Approximately 27,000 M1 individuals were propagated by
single seed descent to the M2 generation. As such, the popu-
lation can be viewed as 27,000 lineages each derived from
a unique M2 individual. Propagation of subsequent genera-
tions beyond the M3 has been variable among the lineages.

The M2 individuals and M3 seed were respectively evaluated
by forward genetic screens for visual above-ground phenotypes
and seed composition alterations (Figure 1). In addition, prog-
eny from.5000 M2-derived lineages were evaluated for visual
below-ground phenotypes on roots and nodules. To date,�500
mutants have been validated based on identification of a phe-
notype and confirmation of the observed phenotype over an
additional generation. These mutants were propagated for fur-
ther evaluation over multiple locations and years.

Forward genetic screens based on seed composition, above-
ground, or below-ground visual phenotypes identified 216
mutant plants that were selected for genomic analyses. Herein,
these plants will be described as “forward screen” mutants.
Some M2-derived lineages are represented by more than one
plant, as sibling plants were sometimes sampled from segre-
gating rows in subsequent generations. The 216 forward
screen mutant plants thus represent 100 unique M2-derived
lineages (Figure 1). Furthermore, 35 FN-derived plants with
no observed phenotype were randomly selected from the popu-
lation to represent individuals with no phenotype, and are herein
referred to as the “no-phenotype” class. Phenotypic information
derived from both the forward screen and no-phenotype plants
was deposited at the updated mutant database: http://www.
soybase.org/mutants.

A reverse genetic screen using Sequenom MassARRAY
technology was also conducted on a subset of the soybean
FN-irradiated mutant population. Sequenom MassARRAY
technology provides a quantification of the ratio between
SNPs at any given locus (Springer and Stupar 2007). As a
reverse genetic screen in soybean, the method relies on
the presence of SNPs between otherwise conserved homeolo-
gous genes within the sequenced soybean genome. The geno-
mic DNA for 760 randomly selected M2 individuals was
screened for unbalanced SNP proportions, as indications of
deletion or duplication events within the homeologous regions
relative to one another. SNPs at 29 homeologous gene pairs
between syntenic regions on chromosomes 8 and 15 (Lin et al.
2010) and 10 homeologous gene pairs between syntenic
regions on chromosome 3 and 19 (Supporting Information,
Table S1) were assayed for unbalanced DNA ratios. Therefore,
the Sequenom MassARRAY technology served as a reverse
genetic screen for deletions and duplications in 760 M2 plants
at large homeologous regions located between chromosomes
8 and 15 and 3 and 19, respectively.

Ten M2 individuals exhibited clear copy number differences
among homeologous groups. Six of these M2 individuals were
directly advanced to aCGH analyses. Sufficient DNA was not
available to perform aCGH on the remaining four M2 individ-
uals; therefore, one or two individuals from more advanced
generations (M3 or M5) were chosen to investigate the puta-
tive deletions/duplications identified in these lineages. Alto-
gether, 13 plants representing the original 10 M2 individuals
(Figure 1) were selected for aCGH analyses and are herein
referred to as the “reverse screen” mutants.

Genomic analyses of fast neutron mutants by aCGH

Previously, genomic analysis was carried out on 30 soybean
FN mutants using a custom NimbleGen soybean tiling aCGH
platform with nearly 700,000 features (Bolon et al. 2011). For
a more comprehensive survey of the soybean FN-irradiated
mutant population, genome-wide analysis through aCGH
was carried out on 90 additional mutants on the �700,000
feature platform. To add greater resolution to the analyses,
144 additional mutants were genotyped on an updated �1.4
million feature platform. Altogether, a total of 264 soybean
FN-irradiated mutants were structurally genotyped between
the two aCGH platforms (Table S2). Each of the 264 aCGH
experiments were used to profile the genomic SV of individ-
ual plants (i.e., no bulking of multiple individuals was done
for these experiments). Furthermore, the 264 plants repre-
sented a wide range of FN generations, including 13 M2, 127
M3, 69 M4, 23 M5, eight M6, six M7, and 18 M8 individuals
(Table S2).

As mentioned above, several individuals genotyped by
aCGH were descended from the same M2 individual. After
accounting for multigenerational and sibling individuals, in-
cluding those from advanced families with segregating phe-
notypes, a total of 145 unique M2-derived lineages were
represented in the panel of 264 plants (Figure 1). Analysis
by aCGH was also performed on two additional arrays,
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representing controls for the cultivar ‘M92-220’ wild-type
progenitor background. Categorization of all 264 mutants
analyzed by aCGH is documented in Table S2.

Analysis of SV within the 264 FN plants assayed by aCGH
uncovered segmental duplications and deletions, down to�0.5
kb (the smallest segment was 493 bp). Chromosomal regions
with frequently reoccurring SV among the 264 plants were
inferred to be intervals of natural genomic heterogeneity
among the cv. ‘M92-220’ seeds that were mutagenized (Table
S3). Because these SV events were not caused by FN irradi-
ation, these regions were filtered out of the downstream anal-
ysis. In total, 1216 duplications and deletions inferred to be
induced by FN irradiation were detected within the genomes
of the 264 FN mutants (Table S4). On average, approximately
one segmental duplication was observed in any single mutant
(Table 1). Furthermore, homozygous deletions were observed
two to three times per mutant, and hemizygous deletions were
observed approximately once per mutant (Table 1). Detected
SV events were deposited at SoyBase (Grant et al. 2009) under
www.soybase.org/mutants and genome-wide views of duplica-
tion and deletion coverage are displayed with online browse
and search features via the relational database and at the “fast
neutron mutant” gbrowse track at www.soybase.org (example
screenshot, Figure S1).

Prevalence of chromosome end duplications following
fast neutron irradiation

A tremendous range of SV events were identified in the FN
mutant population. The genome-wide coverage of duplica-
tion and homozygous deletion events in the genomes of the
264 mutants is summarized in Figure 2. Segmental duplica-
tion events were detected on every chromosome and revealed
a total of 268 segmental duplications among the 264 mutants.

It is noteworthy that duplication events represented a total
coverage of .586 Mb and a tiling coverage of over a quarter
of the soybean genome (�289 Mb) (Figure 2, Figure S2).
Duplications ranged in size from 499 bp to .50 Mb, with a
mean size of.2 Mb and a median size of�51 kb (Table 1 and
Table 2). Approximately 15% (40/268) of segmental duplica-
tions included regions at or near the telomere (defined as inter-
vals within 10 kb of a chromosome end). Therefore, while the
majority of duplications are interstitial, there is a clear enrich-
ment for duplications at or near chromosome ends (Figure 3A).

Deletion events occurred more frequently in the heterochro-
matic and pericentromeric chromosomal regions than in the
gene-rich chromosomal arms (Figure 2, Figure S3, and Figure
S4). Homozygous deletion sizes ranged from 493 bp to 8.1 Mb,
and hemizygous deletion sizes ranged from 4.9 kb to 9.3 Mb.
Homozygous deletions (�38 kb, median size) were substan-
tially smaller than hemizygous deletions (�938 kb, median
size) (Table 2), perhaps due to increased lethality associated
with large homozygous deletions. Tiling coverage of homozy-
gous deletion events (�157 Mb) within these mutants encom-
passed approximately one-seventh of the soybean genome.

The chromosomal distribution of SV events were further
examined to reveal distinct trends for segmental duplications
vs. deletions. Composite representations of these events and
their prevalence among chromosomes are shown in Figure 3.
The highest frequency of segmental duplications involved
chromosome ends compared to other regions of the chromo-
some (Figure 3A). In contrast, deletion events, particularly
homozygous deletions, occurred more frequently away from
chromosome ends (Figure 3, B and C). We estimated that
only 0.9% (6/661) of homozygous deletions and 5.2% (15/
287) of hemizygous deletions occur at or near the telomeres,
in contrast to the 15% observed for duplications (see above).

Figure 1 Fast neutron-irradiated mutants
analyzed by aCGH for genomic SV. The
soybean fast neutron mutant population
resource consists of .27,000 M2-derived
lineages. Three categories (forward screen,
no-phenotype, and reverse screen) of
mutants were assayed based on distinct
selection criteria. aCGHs on 216 forward
screen mutants representing 100 unique
M2-derived lineages were chosen from
among mutants with documented aberra-
tions in visual above-ground appearance,
seed composition, or root and nodule
screening. In some cases, multiple sibling
plants from segregating families were
assayed. No-phenotype plants showing
no observed differences from the wild-type
background were represented by 35
unique M2-derived individuals. Ten M2

plants with large deletions/duplications
in specific homeologous intervals were
identified from the Sequenom MassAR-
RAY reverse screen. Thirteen plants rep-
resenting these 10 lineages were
analyzed by aCGH.
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Validation and segregation of large duplications
and deletions

We sought to validate a subset of large SV events, as the size
and frequency of such events (particularly the duplications)
revealed by aCGH was surprising. Individual M2 plants har-
boring putative hemizygous deletions or duplications within
the �1-Mb syntenic intervals on chromosomes 8 and 15 were
identified based on reverse screens (explained above) and
aCGH analysis. Following one generation of self-pollination,
a subset of M3 individuals was subjected to Sequenom
MassARRAY analysis to quantify the relative SNP ratios be-
tween the chromosome 8 and 15 regions (Lin et al. 2010).
Biased SNP ratios indicated individuals that inherited the

deletion or duplication, while balanced SNP ratios indicated
individuals that segregated back to diploid status in these
regions. Four segregating families are shown in Figure 4. aCGH
data were used to determine the approximate size and chro-
mosomal location of each event and whether each event was
a deletion or duplication (Figure S5). Segregation patterns in-
dicated that approximately half of the M3 progeny inherited the
duplications/deletions, while the other half segregated back to
wild type. These data confirm that the large deletions and
duplications are present in the M2 generation, and hemizygous
events are subject to segregation in subsequent generations.
These results indicate that large SVs may be generated by FN
mutagenesis; however, more advanced generations will likely

Table 1 Summary of genome-wide structural variant mean values from fast neutron-irradiated mutants

Event Mean event number per plant Mean event size (kb) Mean gene number per event

Segmental duplication 1.02 2189 150
Homozygous deletion 2.50 420 13
Hemizygous deletion 1.09 1773 58

Figure 2 Genome-wide view of segmental duplication and deletion event coverage detected in fast neutron-irradiated soybean mutants. Each bar
represents 1 of 20 soybean chromosomes. Light gray lines indicate pericentromeric regions while euchromatic and centromeric regions are shown in
dark gray. Homozygous deletion event coverage is represented by red bars to the left of the chromosome, and segmental duplication event coverage is
represented by blue bars to the right of the chromosome. The scale across the vertical chromosomes is represented in kilobase pairs (kbp).
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show fewer events as these loci may segregate back to the wild-
type status.

SV patterns specific to mutation selection category

Characteristic size and frequency patterns were observed for
SV events detected in forward screen, no-phenotype, and re-
verse screen mutant categories (Figure 5, Figure S2, Figure S3,
and Figure S4). The reverse screen subpopulation recovered
the highest average number of duplication events (Figure 5A).
Furthermore, the reverse screen duplication events exhibited
a remarkably large size compared to the forward screen and
no-phenotype subpopulations (Figure 5B). This included the

striking example of reverse screen mutant FN0170228, where
duplication events spanned nearly all of chromosome 15
(Figure 2, Figure S2C, and Table S4).

A comparison of SV event frequency by class showed that
the highest average number of homozygous deletion events
was found in mutants that belonged to the forward screen
subpopulation (Figure 5A). This interesting observation may
indicate that mutants exhibiting clear phenotypes may be
more likely to harbor conspicuous homozygous deletions.
For the no-phenotype class, an average of almost two homozy-
gous deletion events per plant was observed at a median deletion
size of �41 kb (Figure 5, A and B). Notably, a homozygous

Table 2 Summary of genome-wide structural variant median values from fast neutron-irradiated mutants

Event Median event number per plant Median event size (kb) Median gene number per event

Segmental duplication 0 51 0
Homozygous deletion 2 38 3
Hemizygous deletion 0 938 27

Figure 3 Frequency of SV across
chromosome regions in fast neutron-
irradiated soybean mutants. Each
chromosome was divided into 1000
bins of equal size in numerical order.
The number of chromosomes (out of
20) with at least one SV event for
each representative chromosome
bin was calculated. (A) Segmental
duplication events are most preva-
lent at chromosome ends. (B) Homo-
zygous deletions are most prevalent
in the pericentromeric regions. (C)
Hemizygous deletions are found
across the entire chromosome.
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deletion event of .1.6 Mb in size was detected in a no-phe-
notype FN plant (Table S4).

Genic coverage of soybean fast neutron mutant
SV events

Since the functional effects of gene mutations (knockouts,
duplications, etc.) are of great interest, the number of soybean
genes that mapped within SV segments detected by aCGH was
assessed. The mean number of genes per genotype associated
with segmental duplications, homozygous deletions, and hemi-
zygous deletions was 150, 13, and 58, respectively (Table 1).
Of the 53,927 unique soybean genes (www.phytozome.net,
Glyma.Wm82.a1.v1.1, Glyma189) annotated within the se-
quenced soybean genome (Schmutz et al. 2010), .20,000
genes (40.5%) were found within duplication regions, �5000
genes (9.1%) were found within homozygous deletion regions,
and .10,000 genes (19.4%) were found within hemizygous
deletion regions detected by aCGH among these 264 mutants
(Table 3).

One of the underlying questions in conducting a genome-
wide analysis of hundreds of FN mutants is whether the
presence of certain genes is essential or dispensable. Of the
53,927 unique genes annotated in the G. max v1.1 reference
soybean genome, 32,579 have maintained a syntenic paralog
since whole-genome duplication, while 21,349 do not maintain

a syntenic paralog (though they may maintain a paralog(s)
elsewhere in the genome) (Anderson et al. 2014). Notably,
the rate of induced SV in the FN population was found to be
considerably higher for genes that have not maintained a syn-
tenic paralog (Table 3). While it may be hypothesized that
genes retaining a syntenic paralog may be more susceptible
to mutagenic disturbances because of the buffer provided by
the redundant paralogous gene, this does not appear to be the
case in our dataset, particularly regarding homozygous deletion
events (3611 were observed in genes without syntenic paral-
ogs, while only 1313 were observed in genes with syntenic
paralogs). However, these results are consistent with the obser-
vation of higher rates of SV in the pericentromeric regions,
where genes that have not retained a syntenic paralog are at
a higher relative density (Du et al. 2012).

Association of a fast neutron mutant deletion with
a quantitative change in seed composition

Due to the nature of FN mutagenesis, mutants are likely to
possess more than one deletion or duplication. The above
observations on the frequency of deletions or duplications in
mutants confirmed this premise. To demarcate the genomic
region linked to a quantitative mutant phenotype, several
outcross and backcross populations were created using soybean
FNmutants. One particular seed composition mutant of interest

Figure 4 Validation of large segmental deletions and
duplications in soybean fast neutron plants. Sequenom
MassARRAY analysis was used to provide a relative quanti-
fication of DNA copy number between the �1-Mb syntenic
intervals on chromosomes 8 and 15. SNPs differentiating
a series of homeologous genes on chromosomes 8 and
15 were identified and quantified relative to one another.
Red spots indicate the proportion of SNPs at each position
that match the chromosome 8 homeolog, while blue spots
indicate the proportion of SNPs at each position that match
the chromosome 15 homeolog. Twenty-seven SNPs located
throughout the �1-Mb intervals are shown. Plants with
wild-type chromosomes would be expected to exhibit ap-
proximately equal proportions (e.g., 0.50 and 0.50, respec-
tively) of blue and red spots throughout the interval, while
plants harboring large duplications or deletions in these
intervals would exhibit biased proportions (e.g., 0.33 blue
and 0.67 red proportions when a deletion spans the chro-
mosome 15 interval on one of the homologous chromo-
somes). (A) Results for two M2 individuals are shown,
representing a wild-type proportion (plant FN0170246)
and a biased proportion (plant FN0170255). FN0170255
shows a strong bias favoring the chromosome 8 SNPs
throughout the syntenic interval, indicating the presence
of either a large duplication in the chromosome 8 interval
or a large deletion in the chromosome 15 interval. (B) The
plots are tightened to display the data for more individuals.
For each segregating family, the M2 parent is shown on the
far left. The M3 individuals (numbered on the x-axis) are
grouped according to whether they maintained the large
deletion/duplication (left side) or whether they segregated
back to wild-type proportions (right side). The aCGH data
(shown in Figure S5) indicated that the FN0170255 M2 plant

harbored a large deletion that included the syntenic interval on chromosome 15. Therefore, the FN0170255 M3 family showed segregation of this large
deletion. Meanwhile, the aCGH data (Figure S5) indicated that the FN0170228, FN0170522, and FN0170712 M2 plants, respectively, harbored large
duplications, each including the syntenic interval on chromosome 15. Therefore, these families showed segregation of the large duplications.
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was from the mutant family FN0172932. This mutant displayed
higher seed oil and lower seed protein levels compared to the
wild-type background. Outcrossed mapping populations were
developed by crossing FN0172932 with soybean lines ‘Anoka’
and ‘Minsoy.’ In addition, a backcross population was created
between the FN0172932 mutant and the wild-type background
‘M92-220.’ The subsequent segregating populations were
evaluated for both seed composition phenotypes (NIR for
oil/protein and combustion protocol for seed protein concen-
trations) and genotypes (high-throughput SNP assays and
PCR-based markers).

Multiple SV events were identified in FN0172932 by
aCGH. Therefore, bulk segregation analysis (Michelmore et al.
1991) was performed on the outcrossed populations to deter-
mine associations between the seed composition phenotype and
a chromosomal region. The bulk segregation analysis identified

a region on chromosome 10 cosegregating with the mutant
phenotype. This chromosomal region was coincident with a
large deletion detected by aCGH, spanning the probe coordinates
34,724,962 to 36,053,334 bp on chromosome 10 (Figure 6A).
DNA from FN0172932 was evaluated by high-throughput
paired-end sequencing to determine the exact breakpoints on
chromosome 10 for this �1.3 Mb deletion. The sequence data
revealed that the deletion occurs between positions 34,724,721
and 36,054,429 bp; this was further confirmed by PCR and
Sanger sequencing (Figure 6, B–D). Subsequent PCR analysis
and phenotyping of 81 individuals from a segregating BC1F3
population confirmed this locus–trait association, wherein the
presence of the deletion on chromosome 10 corresponded to
an additive increase in percent oil and decrease in percent pro-
tein composition of the soybean seed (Figure 6, E and F, Figure
S6). Seeds from individuals that segregated as homozygous pres-
ent (i.e., wild-type) on chromosome 10 averaged 19.2% oil and
45.3% protein, while seeds from individuals homozygous for the
chromosome 10 deletion averaged 20.9% oil and 40.5% protein.

These data suggest that the chromosome 10 deletion is
directly associated or in close linkage with the high oil/low
protein seed composition phenotype in FN0172932. In addi-
tion, these methods demonstrate the ability to detect and trace
associated loci and to develop markers for quantitative traits of
interest using soybean FN-irradiated mutants.

Lastly, the genotyping of the BC1F3 population exhibited
a lower than expected frequency of the deletion haplotype.
The homozygous deletion was detected in 24 plants and the
hemizygous form was found in 12 plants, whereas the ho-
mozygous wild-type appeared in 43 plants. The structure of
this population would have predicted an equal frequency of
the deletion and wild-type haplotypes, indicating that this
population exhibited a fitness differential or segregation dis-
tortion favoring the wild-type version of chromosome 10.

Association of a fast neutron mutant genomic copy
number gain with a short petiole phenotype

Five M4 descendants of the mutant family FN0163764 seg-
regated for a short petiole and lanceolate leaf phenotype
(3:2, mutant:wild-type) (Figure S7A). Four of these individ-
uals were assayed by aCGH, and three displayed the mutant
phenotype while one displayed the wild-type phenotype.
Figure 7, A and B shows that a duplication event on chro-
mosome 17 from the end of the chromosome to position
7,649,252 bp was shared among the short petiole and wild-
type siblings. However, a higher order segmental duplication
from 1,944,742 bp to 7,649,252 bp on chromosome 17 was
found only in the short petiole mutant individuals (Figure 7A)
and not in the wild-type segregant (Figure 7B).

Additional analyses were required to map the location of
the duplications on chromosome 17. Resequencing of the
short petiole FN0163764 mutant using paired-end high-
throughput sequencing revealed the presence of at least two
rearranged sequence junctions that map to the duplicated
interval (Figure 7, C and E). An insertion was detected by
mapping 22 short-clipped sequence reads that aligned position

Figure 5 Summary of observed SV number and size within fast neutron
mutant selection classes. (A) Bar graph of average number of SVs in forward
screen, no-phenotype, and reverse screen mutants for duplications, homo-
zygous deletions, and hemizygous deletions. (B) Bar graph of the median size
of SVs in forward screen, no-phenotype, and reverse screen mutants for
duplications, homozygous deletions, and hemizygous deletions.
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7,649,534 bp next to position 1,944,584 bp of chromosome 17,
providing evidence for a tandem duplication event on this
chromosome. This rearranged junction was confirmed by
PCR and Sanger sequencing (Figure 7, C and D, Figure S7B).
In addition, a translocation was mapped between position
1,944,476 bp on chromosome 17 and position 5,958,801 bp
on chromosome 11, which was also confirmed by PCR and
sequencing (Figure 7E). The tandem duplication on chromo-
some 17 and the translocation between chromosome 17 and
chromosome 11 were confirmed structural variations detected
only in the mutant individuals (Figure 7, C–F).

To test for association of SV events with the short petiole
phenotype, a segregating population was produced by
mating FN0163764 to cv. ‘MN1410.’ PCR of the tandem
duplication and translocation junctions were conducted on
80 F3 progeny derived from 80 random F2 plants. The tan-
dem duplication event on chromosome 17 was associated
with the short petiole mutant phenotype, as F3 individuals
harboring the tandem repeat exhibited petioles that were
13% shorter on average (Figure 7, D and G, t-test P-value
2.22E-05). Flower color in the F3 progeny segregated at the
expected 5:3 ratio (51 purple: 29 white) for this dominant
trait. However, the presence of the tandem duplication event
(scored with a dominant PCR marker) was detected in only
50% of the F3 progeny (the tandem duplication was present
in 40 plants and absent in 40 plants), indicating that this
locus was transmitted at a lower frequency than expected.

Discussion

This study provides a global view of the resilience of the
soybean genome to structural changes. Genome-wide seg-
mental duplications and deletions across the 20 soybean
chromosomes were mapped for 264 FN soybean mutants
representing 145 M2-derived lineages. This effort produced
a catalog of FN-induced genomic variation on an unprece-
dented scale. The prevalence of segmental duplications in
addition to deletions within FN-irradiated mutants was de-
scribed. Moreover, we demonstrated the value of these mutants
for functional studies through the recovery of specific genomic
copy number changes linked to interesting (and potentially
beneficial) phenotypes.

Fast neutron-irradiated mutants as a source of induced
genomic copy number variation

This study represents a relatively deep survey of large deletion
and duplication mapping in a soybean FN-irradiated mutant

population. Previous studies have shown the effectiveness of
using FN mutants for functional studies and genome-wide
analyses. These studies provided valuable insight into the
contribution of individual genes and the detection of large
deletions or single-base deletions and substitutions (Bruggemann
et al. 1996; Li et al. 2001; Men et al. 2002; Belfield et al. 2012;
O’Rourke et al. 2013). In this study, the importance of both
large deletions and segmental duplications generated within
the FN mutant genome was demonstrated. Furthermore, more
complex rearrangements were also observed in this dataset.
For example, the short petiole mutant FN0163764 provided
a striking illustration of a multitiered copy number region,
and a putative chromosomal translocation, that were gener-
ated following FN mutagenesis. These findings were in con-
trast to prior reports of FN mutant studies that focused on
gene presence/absence as opposed to quantitative copy num-
ber variation. The discovery that the FN population harbors
a wide range of segmental duplications stands in contrast to
the common perception that FNmutagenesis is solely a system
for inducing deletions.

The ability to induce and sustain genomic copy number
changes following FN mutagenesis expands our understand-
ing of the potential mechanisms that underlie the recovery
of unique traits in mutant populations. The promise of re-
covering advantageous phenotypes from a FN deletion event
is primarily based on the concept of knocking out genes that
result in recovery of novel plants with nondeleterious
qualities. While this may be the primary source of novel
phenotypes in a population, the high frequency of large
duplications reported in this study also supports the pos-
sibility that plants with unique properties may be recovered
from segmental duplications. This further implies that novel
plant traits generated in a FN mutant population are not
necessarily associated with gene losses or loss-of-function
phenotypes, and that beneficial gain-of-function phenotypes
may be recovered without loss of genetic background
material. As has been demonstrated in several recent studies
of natural genomic variation, copy number gains can often
result in phenotypic plasticity and novel traits that are
advantageous in plants (Cook et al. 2012; Maron et al. 2013;
Zmienko et al. 2014).

There are additional DNA alterations that are generated
by FN irradiation that we could not assess in this analysis, as
they require a deep resequencing coverage that was un-
affordable across hundreds of individuals. For example,
a recent study reported on the genome-wide discovery of
induced single base substitutions and the prominence of

Table 3 Summary of the genes found within detected SV events among fast neutron-irradiated mutants

Category Whole genome Segmental duplication Homozygous deletion Hemizygous deletion

Total genes 53,927 21,588 4924 10,455
Genes with syntenic paralog 32,579 8265 1313 3769
Genes without syntenic paralog 21,349 13,323 3611 6686
% with syntenic paralog 60.41 38.29 26.67 36.05
% without syntenic paralog 39.59 61.71 73.33 63.95

The relative rates for genes with a retained syntenic paralog are compared to genes that have not retained a syntenic paralog.
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single base deletions in six FN-irradiated Arabidopsis mutants
(Belfield et al. 2012). PCR-based screens have also identified
small deletions (Waugh et al. 2006) below the detection level of
the aCGH platform. Furthermore, the prevalence of duplications
located on chromosomal ends (�15% of duplications)

suggests that many of these events may be translocations,
perhaps the result of adjacent segregation of reciprocal
translocations. Such translocations may be more effici-
ently resolved by whole-genome sequencing (Korbel et al.
2007).

Figure 6 Association of a fast neutron mutant deletion
with a quantitative change in seed composition. (A) The
aCGH log2 ratios of mutant FN0172932 to wild-type (WT)
signals are shown for chromosome 10. A deletion is vis-
ible from �34 to 36 Mb. (B) The exact coordinates of the
deletion were resolved by high-throughput paired-end
sequencing followed by PCR. Deletion junctions are rep-
resented by inverted triangles from 34,724,721 to
36,054,429 bp, framing a 1,329,809-bp deletion. (C)
PCR across the deletion region with flanking primers
(shaded trapezoids in B) confirmed the presence of the
deletion allele. (D) PCR within the deletion region using
internal primers (shaded parallelograms in B) confirmed
the presence of the wild-type allele. (E and F) Bar graphs
show that the presence of the deletion allele on chromo-
some 10 corresponds to a simultaneous decrease in per-
cent protein (E) and additive increase in percent oil (F)
composition of the soybean seed.
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Sequencing-based genotyping may also identify more
complex rearrangements, such as inversions and multi-
chromosomal translocations. Prior studies have inferred that
double strand breaks and their repair mechanisms, including
nonhomologous end joining, microhomology-mediated end
joining, and possibly single strand annealing, play important

roles in genome structure following exposure to radiation
(Cornforth 2006; Povirk 2006; Sankaranarayanan et al.
2013). Analysis of breakpoint signatures and microhomolo-
gies at SV junctions through NGS may be used to provide
insight on the formation mechanisms of these complex
structures (Gribble et al. 2014). While more expensive and

Figure 7 Association of a copy number gain with the short petiole phenotype. (A) The aCGH normalized log2 ratios of mutant FN0163764 to the ‘M92-
220’ progenitor are shown for the first 10 Mb of chromosome 17. The short petiole segregant in the FN0163764 family showed segmental duplication
coverage from the start of the chromosome end to �7 Mb and also showed an additional level of genomic copy number gain above this region from �2
to 7 Mb. (B) The wild-type petiole segregant of the FN0163764 mutant showed a single level of segmental duplication coverage from the chromosome
end to �7 Mb. (C) NGS-derived results provided evidence for a tandem duplication on chromosome 17. (D) The presence of the tandem duplication was
confirmed by the presence of the 145-bp PCR product (lower band) in the short petiole mutant (mut) but not in the wild-type (WT) ‘M92-220’
background. Evidence for the inheritance of the tandem duplication (designated by the “+” symbol) was also found in 50% of FN01637643 ‘MN1410’
progeny. (E) NGS results also provided evidence for a translocation between chromosome 17 and chromosome 11. (F) The presence of the translocation
was confirmed with the expected 210-bp PCR product in the mutant and not the WT ‘M92-220’ background. No-template control lanes (labeled as “c”)
are also shown. (G) Association of the presence of the tandem duplication (PCR confirmation) with a decrease (P-value 2.22E-05) in petiole length in F3
segregants of the FN0163764 3 ‘MN1410’ outcross, shown with standard error bars.
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time consuming than aCGH analysis, sequencing-based ap-
proaches offer the potential to deeply resolve the range of
DNA polymorphisms and SV events harbored by a subset of
high-value mutants.

Genome resilience and gene essentiality in soybean

We examined the coverage and distribution of large deletions
and duplications and noted the genes and regions that were
associated with the different types of polymorphisms in the
soybean FN mutants. In the soybean genome, chromosomes
are composed of 57% pericentromeric regions (Du et al.
2010; Schmutz et al. 2010). In the soybean FN mutant pop-
ulation, homozygous deletions were predominately found
within pericentromeric space, which may be expected as this
region has a lower density of genes and would be expected to
have a reduced rate of lethality associated with such dele-
tions. Subdividing the mutants by class also revealed some
expected results. For example, mutants exhibiting phenotypes
(the forward screen group) were found to have a greater
portion of the genome deleted (including more total genes)
than no-phenotype plants. In contrast, the high rate of seg-
mental duplications within the mutant population was un-
expected. The prevalence of copy number variation at
regions of heterochromatin near telomeres and centro-
meres has been documented as a natural phenomenon,
for example, in the human genome (She et al. 2004; Zhang
et al. 2005; Nguyen et al. 2006; Shao et al. 2008). However,
the retention of segmental duplications, particularly at chro-
mosome ends, in genomes with induced mutations, is a novel
observation.

The likelihood of identifying a gene of interest affected by
a homozygous deletion event among these 145 mutant families
is approximately 1 in 10. In addition, 4 out of 10 genes were
found within at least one duplication event from this dataset.
However, the subset of mutants examined in this study may not
be representative of the population, as they were predomi-
nately composed of visible phenotype mutants and included 10
reverse screen mutant families with large duplications. While
previous studies have examined smaller plant genomes (Ibarra-
Laclette et al. 2013), the large-scale examination of genome
reduction potential may provide a foundation for understand-
ing the minimal soybean genome.

Viable seed is evidence of “recovery” from FN radiation in
the generations following exposure. All soybean FN mutants
that are cataloged as part of the mutant resource have
reached at least the M2 generation and produced M3 seed.
Therefore, the detected SV events uncovered for each mu-
tant were not lethal to the plant. The high rate and large size
of the hemizygous deletions detected in this study indicated
that many of these deletions would be lethal if homozygous.
Still, mutant genomes were able to survive despite losing up
to 8 Mb of total genomic space due to homozygous dele-
tions. Furthermore, nearly complete chromosomal duplica-
tions were observed in a subset of surviving plants. Such
phenomena are a testament to the resilience of the soybean
genome.

SV event transmission and marker–trait associations

Two mutants were analyzed to identify marker–trait associa-
tions between specific SV events and phenotypes. FN0172932
contained a large (�1.3 Mb) deletion on chromosome 10 that
was associated with a shift in the seed composition profile
toward higher oil and lower protein. This was the first quan-
titative trait genetically mapped in this population. In addi-
tion, this association provides evidence that a simple
molecular marker (in this case, a PCR-based marker) can
be developed to predict the phenotypic outcomes caused
by SV for traits that are difficult to phenotype. For example,
this marker could be used to introgress the high oil/low
protein seed composition quantitative trait locus into elite
materials. In addition, the experimental template (utilizing
a combination of aCGH, bulk segregant analysis and ge-
nome resequencing) establishes the development of such
marker–trait associations in this population.

The second mutant FN0163764 represents the first
discovery of a trait linked to a segmental duplication in this
population. This short petiole mutant is linked with a large
(�7 Mb) duplication near the end of the long arm of chro-
mosome 17. While the molecular basis for the short petiole
phenotype cannot be confirmed at present, it is an intriguing
possibility that the disrupted dosage caused by the large
(putatively tandem) duplication may be partially or com-
pletely responsible for this phenotype. A previously reported
short petiole mutant in this FN population was associated
with a large deletion that mapped to an interval that over-
laps the FN0163764 chromosome 17 duplication (Bolon
et al. 2011). Since duplicated regions have at times been
linked to negative regulation and gene silencing (Tuteja
et al. 2004; Lacombe et al. 2009), it is possible that dupli-
cation of a gene or locus may result in a similar phenotype as
deletion of the same region.

The two SV events associated with phenotypes in this
study exhibited lower transmission than wild-type chromo-
somes in segregating populations. Whether caused by fitness
penalties or meiotic mechanisms, recognition of reduced
transmission is fundamental for utilization of this popula-
tion, both as a functional genomics tool and as a potential
germplasm resource. Nearly all M1 SV events were likely
generated as hemizygous events. Therefore, while some
SV events were fixed in the homozygous state in early gen-
erations, many events with reduced transmission were lost
during early rounds of selfing. Furthermore, it is probable
that many hemizygous SV events in the population were
homozygous lethal, consequently leading to the recovery
of homozygous wild-type chromosomes in successive gener-
ations. Therefore, the suite of SV events and phenotypes
observed in early generations following mutagenesis is likely
more extensive than those observed in later generations (which
are the generations that would be used as parents for intro-
gressing loci of interest into elite backgrounds). It is possible
that more advanced generations (e.g., M10) may be essentially
devoid of large segmental deletions and duplications, unless
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these events can be fixed in the homozygous state in early
generations or are artificially selected for in later generations.
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Figure S1 

 

Figure S1   Example genome browser view of fast neutron mutant duplication and deletion coverage.  Data from this study is available on the online browser at 
www.soybase.org.
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Figure S2 

 

Figure S2   Genome‐wide view of segmental duplication coverage detected in fast neutron‐irradiated soybean mutants for each 
selection category.  Light gray lines indicate pericentromeric regions while euchromatic and centromeric regions are shown in 
dark gray.  Segmental duplication events are shown as blue bars, detected in plants from the Forward Screen (A), No‐Phenotype 
(B), and the Reverse Screen (C) classes.
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Figure S3 

 

Figure S3   Genome‐wide view of homozygous deletion coverage detected in fast neutron‐irradiated soybean mutants for each 
selection category.  Light gray lines indicate pericentromeric regions while euchromatic and centromeric regions are shown in 
dark gray.  Homozygous deletion events are shown as red bars, detected in plants from the Forward Screen (A), No‐Phenotype 
(B), and the Reverse Screen (C) classes.
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Figure S4 

 

Figure S4   Genome‐wide view of hemizygous deletion coverage detected in fast neutron‐irradiated soybean mutants for each 
selection category.  Light gray lines indicate pericentromeric regions while euchromatic and centromeric regions are shown in 
dark gray.  Hemizygous deletion events are shown as purple bars, detected in plants from the Forward Screen (A), No‐
Phenotype (B), and the Reverse Screen (C) classes.
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Figure S5 

 

Figure S5   aCGH mapping of fast neutron‐induced deletions and duplications on chromosomes 8 and 15 for plants identified by 
the Reverse Screen.  A) FN0170255, B) FN0170228, C) FN0170522, D) FN0170712.  The log2 ratio of the mutant versus the 
control is plotted.  Values that plot above zero indicate duplications and values that plot below zero indicate deletions. Each 
data point represents the average feature ratio across adjacent probes within 11‐kb windows.  The rectangles indicate the 
homoeologous regions on Gm08 and Gm15 that were initially Reverse Screened by Sequenom MassARRAY.  The rectangles are 
vertically centered at the log2 value of zero to clearly show the downward shift representing a deletion (chromosome 15 in 
FN0170255) and the upward shifts representing duplications (chromosome 15 in FN0170228, FN0170522, and FN0170712).
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Figure S6 

 

Figure S6   Scatter plot representation of a genetic association of a ~1.3 Mb deletion in mutant FN0172932 with quantitative 
changes in seed composition.  Individual BC1F3 plants are represented by color code for the presence of the wild‐type allele 
(black) and homozygous (red) or hemizygous (blue) deletion allele on chromosome 10 and graphed on a percent oil by percent 
protein basis.
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Figure S7 

                    

Figure S7   Phenotype and sequence analysis of mutant FN0163764.  (A) A photograph of representative mutant vs. wild‐type 
plants show the shorter petiole lengths in the FN0163764 mutant.  (B)  Sequencing evidence for the tandem duplication 
junction on chromosome 17 in the short petiole FN0163764 mutant. 
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Tables S1‐S4 

Available for download as Excel files at http://www.genetics.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1534/genetics.114.170340/‐/DC1 

Table S1   Primer sequences for Sequenom MassARRAY assays used for reverse screening of 760 fast neutron M2 plants.  Large 
deletions and/or duplications between ten syntenic paralogous pairs between chromosomes 03 and 19 could be detected with 
this method. 

Table S2   Identification, description, and categorization of 264 soybean fast neutron mutants and 2 wild‐type controls selected 
for comparative genomic hybridization. 

Table S3   Natural structural variation (i.e. heterogeneous regions) identified within the cv. 'M92‐220'. 

Table S4   SV events (1216) detected among the 264 soybean fast neutron mutants by comparative genomic hybridization. 


